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Quality book to understand about feeding on disorders. If you are looking at this subject, you should
consider this book. I will make this review brief, but if anyone want more info please comment. This
book should be browse by any layperson to kid feeding issues and disorders. In short this
publication gave us a synopsis of a large number of disorders and problems we under no
circumstances knew existed. Even the best laid-out meal programs won't fit every child. many
thanks for writing this book Ideal for Problem Eaters My 3 year previous had NEVER tried a new
food. The publication has methodologies to handle meals needs which arefound in the 2nd half of
the book. She doesn't seem to possess any aversion to different textures and as far once we can
tell, no sensory problems. Lastly, the writting design is comfortable to learn despite a few of the
technical ideas. I hate to say this, but there is absolutely no such matter. He's now 4 and one of his
OT's recommended this publication to help along with his eating problems and to help us know very
well what he's going through.I was expecting a how-to book. A lot of the book addresses
diagnosing some physical medical problem, the therapy solution you need to look for, and what that
therapist may want to know, and you take it from generally there. Once again, this is hard and
frustrating and complicated and anything but easy.There aren't many "food chain examples". A
good example of a meals chain might be to produce a leap from crackers to thin quesadillas In
theory, I assume that's an agreeable jump. However the book mentions over and over how children
may gag or vomit, but apart from telling the parent the usual, (let them play, paint with it, permit
them to help cook and shop for it) the reserve doesn't EXPLICITLY let you know how to move your
child from gagging or outright vomiting at a new food touching their lips to willingly offering a new
food a genuine try. It discusses therapists dealing with kids in the case research, but there aren't
any specific methods mentioned save the usual vague ones I listed above. great book Great info.
Don't assume all family will see this book helpful but if parents recognize that this problem will need
time, persistence, plus some effort on the part, they will most likely find success when they
implement the rules and methods laid out in "Food Chaining. Lots of examples. Great resource I'm a
speech pathologist and I recommend this publication to parents of kids with feeding disorders. Great
explanations and assistance for children with all types of disorders and from infancy to adolescents.
It's a good personal reference as well with several tips and good details on calories and portion
sizes for age. The author urges and I recognize this publication does not alternative help from a
genuine doctor. Ideal for feeding therapists! It's Hard And Time Consuming! This book was
recommended by my daughter's Speech-Language Pathologist who "coached" us through my
daughter's feeding issues. My daughter, Della, is 3 years-older and has speech, mobility, and
developmental delays from an unidentified cause. The 1st half of the book goes through the varipus
issues and also giving examples and checklists to comprehend them not just theorectically but also
virtually. That being said, she is performing like a "normal" 12-18 month old child who is
understanding how to assert her opinion through what she chooses to consume or not eat. Exactly
like other children she will go from loving certain foods to completely refusing them seemingly over
night. When she was eating only a handful of foods I began to read "Meals Chaining" looking for
some easy answer or at the minimum, a plan with all meals laid out in an order that would "fix" her
picky diet plan. What I got out of this publication was that the "treat" is to find a hyperlink between
what your son or daughter will eat now and what you would like them to eventually eat later. Only it
is possible to customize this course of action because you are raising your child and you know
them best. Frequently we would abruptly found insight into us issues about our suffering unique
needs child to our special desires siblings. I once attempted the "South Beach Diet plan" but I hated
it because I didn't like many of the meals that were within their weekly "plan." Therefore, Lesson #1-
Use the guidelines and physique it out yourself. Yes, it really is hard and frustrating and complicated



rather than "easy" but we are increasing children here, not really assembling a bookshelf. On my
suggestion list for parents on my caseload. You will dispose of lots of food. Great read! Most kids
need to have a great deal of exposure to new foods before they will readily eat it. Some children is
only going to need to view it four or five 5 times before eating it, others may need to be exposed
20 moments before they acknowledge it to their diet. If you are considering this reserve, well, you
are probably already alert to what the specific problem is. But if your like me and find that it's hard
to get a doctor to hear you when something's incorrect, this book might help. You are the key to
your son or daughter's success!I think that that many people are looking for a quick-fix. I know I
was. Or, 374 page business for kid therapies I really had high hopes because of this book.
Normally, there wouldn't be a lot of people who feel disappointed that the past 6 books they've
read on picky eating haven't worked well. Filled with good suggestions. Basically, if you were
considering therapy, this might be considered a good book to get an idea what you may need to
prepare for in advance. For the child that does NOT "eat when he's starving" and the other activities
that people state will work, this method will help you. So, I feel like I wouldn't in great conscience
recommend this publication to anyone who seriously wanted some guidance on what to do in the
home (that they haven't currently read often before). So, I'll give it 2 stars for that. Best for parents
and new (to feeding) therapist. Lesson #2: Be persistent. Food Chaining book I sent this book to my
girl in law, it's been so very useful. This isnt simply for families with unique needs, but also for
anyone who's having trouble or those that want to know. He ate 7 items, all very specific. He would
eat only one make of greek yogurt, one kind of cheese stay, etc. Both books are very helpful." Five
Stars Extremely educational and resourceful. He dug into chips and hummus yesterday and I nearly
fell over. He eats any selection of cheese, yogurt, etc, today without issues and we've just been
dealing with him a few weeks. One thing that functions for him is usually covering issues in whipped
cream and allowing him drive cars through it (wash them), and introduce new things this way. He
proceeded to go from strawberries in whipped cream, which he already ate, to oranges, which he
didn't eat before, and is now eating canteloupe and honeydew. I wish I'd have had this publication
when he was little. It's a quick read and is practical. Good luck!S. Period. I am a pediatric
occupational therapist and do feeding intervention - I was able to use several concepts from this
book in practice. Great reserve for infants, children and teens who range the spectrum of eating
troubles My son has had problems with taking in see since he was an infant, turns out his problems
are sensory based. I'm sure you've tried everything else if you're resorting to the book. It appeared
to have a whole lot of positive testimonials but now i'm thinking they are either fake, or all of them
are coming from therapists who would like validation because of their work. I would suggest for
every person who has a problem eater, a kid with eating disorders or even simply picky eaters,
there are many ideas in here that have helped us. You WILL BE THE Key To YOUR SON OR
DAUGHTER'S Eating Success, P. Stay with it! Look what's on your plate! I know I was that way. It's
hard to not worry when your 4 year aged grandson is normally sooo picky so I purchased this
book, and also "The Picky Eating Solution". This technique worked very well for him. So far some of
the tips appear to be functioning. Patience, patience, patience...
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